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OPERATED SEMIGROUPS, MOTZKIN PATHS AND ROOTED TREES
LI GUO
Abstract. Combinatorial objects such as rooted trees that carry a recursive structure
have found important applications recently in both mathematics and physics. We put such
structures in an algebraic framework of operated semigroups. This framework provides the
concept of operated semigroups with intuitive and convenient combinatorial descriptions,
and at the same time endows the familiar combinatorial objects with a precise algebraic
interpretation. As an application, we obtain constructions of free Rota-Baxter algebras in
terms of Motzkin paths and rooted trees.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. This paper explores the relationship between two subjects that have
been studied separately until recently. One subject considers algebraic structures, such
as semigroups and associative algebras, with an operator acting on them. Such structures
include differential algebras, difference algebras and Rota–Baxter algebras (See Example 1.3
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for the definitions). Another subject studies objects, often combinatorial in nature, that
have underlying recursive structures, such as rooted trees and Motzkin paths. Since the
1990s, algebraic structures on rooted trees have been studied in the work of Connes and
Kreimer [10, 11] on the renormalization of quantum field theory, Grossman and Larson [24]
on data structures and of Loday and Ronco [36, 37] on operads. The grafting operator
on trees plays an important role in their works. More recently [2, 17], free Rota–Baxter
algebras were constructed using planar rooted trees with special decorations.
In this paper, we relate these two subjects through the concepts of operated semigroups,
operated monoids and operated algebras. We establish that free operated semigroups have
natural combinatorial interpretation in terms of Motzkin paths and planar rooted forests.
This freeness characterization of rooted forests and Motzkin paths gives an algebraic ex-
planation of the fundamental roles played by these combinatorial objects and their related
numerical sequences such as the Catalan numbers and Motzkin numbers [46]. This char-
acterization should be useful in further algebraic studies of these combinatorial objects.
This connection also endows the concept of operated algebras and semigroups with familiar
combinatorial contents, giving significance to these operated algebraic structures beyond
the abstract generalization. As a consequence, we obtain several constructions of free
Rota-Baxter algebras which can be adopted to free objects in the other related algebraic
structures.
1.2. Definitions and examples.
Definition 1.1. An operated semigroup (or a semigroup with an operator) is a
semigroup U together with an operator α : U → U . α is called the distinguished operator
on U . A morphism from an operated semigroup (U, α) to an operated semigroup (V, β) is
a semigroup homomorphism f : U → V such that f ◦ α = β ◦ f, that is, such that the
following diagram commutes.
U
α //
f

U
f

V
β // V
More generally, let Ω be a set. An Ω-operated semigroup is a semigroup U together
with a set of operators αω : U → U, ω ∈ Ω. In other words, an Ω-operated semigroup is a
pair (U, α) with a semigroup U and a map α : Ω→ Map(U, U), α(ω) = αω. Here Map(U, U)
is the set of maps from U to U . A morphism from an Ω-operated semigroup (U, {αω, ω ∈ Ω})
to an Ω-operated semigroup (V, {βω, ω ∈ Ω}) is a semigroup homomorphism f : U → V
such that f ◦ αω = βω ◦ f for ω ∈ Ω.
Remark 1.2. When a semigroup is replaced by a monoid we obtain the concept of an (Ω-)
operated monoid. Let k be a commutative ring. We similarly define the concepts of an
(Ω-)operated k-algebra or (Ω-)operated nonunitary k-algebra.
Example 1.3. Here are some examples of operated k-algebras with one operator.
(a) A semigroup is an operated semigroup when the distinguished operator is taken to
be the identity;
(b) A differential algebra [33, 45] is an associative algebra A with a linear operator
d : A→ A such that
d(xy) = d(x)y + xd(y), ∀ x, y ∈ A;
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(c) A difference algebras [9, 44] is an associative algebra A with an algebra endomor-
phism on A;
(d) Let λ be fixed in the ground ring k. A Rota-Baxter algebras [4, 7, 11, 16, 27, 39, 40]
(of weight λ) is defined to be an associative algebra A with a linear operator P such
that
(1) P (x)P (y) = P (xP (y)) + P (P (x)y) + λP (xy), ∀ x, y ∈ A;
(e) A differential algebras of weight λ [29] is defined to be an algebra A together with
a linear operator d : A→ A such that
d(xy) = d(x)y + xd(y) + λ d(x)d(y), ∀ x, y ∈ A.
Other examples of operated algebras can be found in [40].
Here are some Ω-operated algebras with multiple operators.
(a) A ∆-differential algebras [33] is an algebra with multiple differential operators
δ ∈ ∆ that commute with each other;
(b) A σδ-algebra [43] is an algebra with a commuting pair of a difference operator σ
and a differential operator δ;
(c) A differential Rota-Baxter algebra of weight λ [29] is an algebra with a differ-
ential operator d of weight λ and a Rota-Baxter algebra P of weight λ, such that
d ◦ P = id. This last relation is a natural generalization of the First Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus when d is taken to be the usual derivation and P is the integral
operator P [f ](x) =
∫ x
a
f(t) dt;
(d) As an variation, we can consider an algebra with a differential operator and a Rota-
Baxter operator of weight −1 [31] that commute with each other. It arises naturally
in the study of multiple zeta values by renormalization methods;
(e) A Rota-Baxter family on an algebra R is a collection of linear operators Pω on
R with ω in a semigroup Ω, such that
Pα(x)Pβ(y) = Pαβ(Pα(x)y) + Pαβ(xPβ(y)) + λPαβ(xy), ∀ x, y ∈ A, α, β ∈ Ω.
It arises naturally in renormalization of quantum field theory [15, Prop. 9.1].
Our main goal here is to give combinatorial constructions of free objects in the category
of Ω-operated semigroups and Ω-operated monoids. They naturally give free objects in the
category of operated algebras. These free objects are obtained as the adjoint functor of the
forgetful functor from the category of operated semigroups and operated monoids to the
category of sets in the usual way. More precisely,
Definition 1.4. A free operated semigroup on a set X is an operated semigroup
(UX , αX) together with a map jX : X → UX with the property that, for any operated semi-
group (V, β) and any map f : X → V , there is a unique morphism f¯ : (UX , αX) → (V, β) of
operated semigroups such that f = f¯ ◦jX . In other words, the following diagram commutes.
X
jX //
f
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
UX
f¯

V
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Let · be the binary operation on the semigroup UX , we also use the quadruple (UX , ·, αX, jX)
to denote the free operated semigroup on X , except when X = ∅, when we drop jX and
use the triple (UX , ·, αX).
We similarly define the concepts of free operated monoids, and free operated unitary and
nonunitary k-algebras. We also similarly define the more general concept of free Ω-operated
monoids. See Theorem 2.1 for the precise definition.
1.3. Outline of the paper. In Section 2, free operated semigroups and free operated
monoids are constructed in terms of Motzkin paths (Corollary 2.2). In fact, we construct
free Ω-operated semigroups and free Ω-operated monoids in terms of a natural generalization
of Motzkin paths (Theorem 2.1). Through the Motzkin words, we relate the Motzkin paths
with the recursively constructed bracketed words in Section 3 (Theorem 3.4). This in turn
allows us to construct free operated semigroups and free operated monoids in terms of
bracketed words (Corollary 3.6). In Section 4, free Ω-operated semigroups are constructed
in terms of vertex decorated planar rooted forests, through a natural isomorphism from
the free operated semigroup of peak-free Motzkin paths to the operated semigroup of the
vertex decorated planar rooted forests (Theorem 4.2).
One can regard these results on the free objects as a first step in the study of operated
semigroups and operated algebras that generalizes the extensive work on semigroups [21,
23, 32, 42]. But we also have in mind the more practical purpose of using these free objects
to underly the algebraic structures on the combinatorial objects of planar rooted trees and
Motzkin paths, and to study Rota-Baxter algebras and related structures.
Given the recent progresses on Rota-Baxter algebra in both theoretical and application
aspects [1, 2, 10, 16, 17, 19, 20, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31], it is desirable to obtain convenient
constructions of free Rota-Baxter algebras. To this end, in Section 5, we put together
bijections and inclusions among bracketed words, Motzkin path, vertex decorated forests
and angular decorated forests, as well as their various subsets (Theorem 5.1). These maps
preserves the structure of operated semigroups. In Section 6, we use these bijections and the
construction of free Rota-Baxter algebra in terms of angularly decorated rooted forests [17]
to construct free Rota-Baxter algebras in terms of Motzkin paths, bracketed words and leaf
decorated forests (Corollary 6.3 – 6.5).
Notations: We will use N to denote the set of non-negative integers. By an algebra we
mean an associative unitary algebra unless otherwise specified. For a commutative ring k
and a set Y , we use kY to denote the free k-module with basis Y . When Y is a monoid
(resp. semigroup), kY carries the natural k-algebra (resp. nonunitary k-algebra) structure.
We use
•⋃
to denote a disjoint union.
Acknowledgements: This work is supported in part by NSF grant DMS-0505643.
2. Free operated semigroups and monoids in terms of Motzkin paths
We show that free operated semigroups and monoids have a natural construction by
Motzkin paths.
Recall [13, 14] that a Motzkin path is a lattice path in N2 from (0, 0) to (n, 0) whose
permitted steps are an up diagonal step (or up step for short) (1, 1), a down diagonal step
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(or down step) (1,−1) and a horizontal step (or level step) (1, 0). The first few Motzkin
paths are
(2)
The height of a Motzkin path is simply the maximum of the height of the points on the
path. Let P be the set of Motzkin paths. For Motzkin paths m and m′, define m ◦m, called
the link product of m and m′, to be the Motzkin path obtained by joining the last vertex
of m with the first vertex of m′. For example,
◦ = , ◦ = , ◦ =
The link product is obviously associative with the trivial Motzkin path • as the identity.
Let I be the set of indecomposable (also called prime) Motzkin paths, consisting of
Motzkin paths that touch the x-axis only at the two end vertices. It is clear that a Motzkin
path is indecomposable if and only if it is not the link product of two non-trivial Motzkin
paths.
Next for a Motzkin path m, denote /m\ to be the Motzkin path obtained by raising m
on the left end by an up step and on the right end by a down step. For example,
/ \ = , / \ = , / \ =
This defines an operator / \ on P, called the raising operator. Thus P, with the link
product ◦ and the raising operator / \ , is an operated monoid.
Let D denote set of Dyck paths which are defined to be paths that do not have any
level steps. Then (D, ◦, / \ ) is an operated submonoid of the operated monoid (P, ◦, / \ ).
A Motzkin path is called peak-free if it is not and does not have an up step followed
immediately by a down step. For example, and in
the list (2) are peak-free while the rest are not. Let L denote the set of peak-free Motzkin
paths. Then (L, ◦, / \ ) is an operated subsemigroup (but not submonoid) of (P, ◦, / \ ).
Let X be a set. An X-decorated (or colored) Motzkin path [8, 13] is a Motzkin
path whose level steps are decorated (colored) by elements in X . Some examples are
x x y x
x
Let P(X) be the set of X-decorated Motzkin paths and let L(X) be the set of peak-free
X-decorated Motzkin paths. Note that Motzkin paths with no decorations can be identified
with X-decorated Motzkin paths where X is a singleton.
We next generalize the concept of Motzkin paths to allow decorations on the up and
down steps. A matching pair of steps in a Motzkin path consists of an up step and the
first down step to the right of this up step with the same height. To put it another way, a
matching pair of steps is an up step and a down step to its right such that the path between
(and excluding) these two steps is a Motzkin path.
Let Ω be a set. By an (X,Ω)-decorated or a fully decorated Motzkin path we mean
a Motzkin path where each matching pair of steps is decorated by an element of Ω, and
where each level step is decorated by an element of X . For example,
α
β
a γ
b c
γ d
β e δ
f σ
g
σ τ
h
τ
δ
α
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is an (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin path with a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h ∈ X and α, β, γ, δ, σ, τ ∈ Ω.
The set of (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin paths is denoted by P(X,Ω). We similarly define
(X,Ω)-decorated peak-free Motzkin paths L(X,Ω) and Ω-decorated Dyck paths
D(Ω). The last notation makes sense since a Dyck path does not have any level steps and
thus does not involve decorations by X .
The link product of two (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin paths is defined in the same way as
for Motzkin paths. Further, for each ω ∈ Ω and an (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin path m, we
define /ω m \ ω to be the Motzkin path obtained by raising m on the left end by an up step
on the right end by a down step, both decorated by ω. For example, we have
/ω \ ω =
ω ω
, /ω
x \ ω =
ω
x
ω
, /ω
β β
\ ω =
ω
β β
ω
Thus for each ω ∈ Ω, we obtain a map /ω \ ω on each of the semigroups or monoids P(X,Ω),
L(X,Ω) and D(Ω), making it into an Ω-operated semigroup or an Ω-operated monoid.
The concepts of height and indecomposability in P(X,Ω) are defined in the same way
as in P. For n ≥ 0, let Pn(X,Ω) be the submonoid of elements of P(X,Ω) of height
≤ n. Also define P−1(X,Ω) = ∅. Define Ln(X,Ω) = Pn(X,Ω) ∩ L(X,Ω) and Dn(Ω) =
Pn(X,Ω) ∩D(Ω).
Theorem 2.1. Let Ω and X be non-empty sets. Let jX : X → L(X,Ω) ⊆ P(X,Ω) be
defined by jX(x) =
x , x ∈ X.
(a) The quadruple
(
P(X,Ω), ◦, { /ω \ ω
∣∣ ω ∈ Ω}, jX) is the free Ω-operated monoid
on X. More precisely, for any Ω-operated monoid (H, {αω
∣∣ω ∈ Ω}) consisting
of a monoid H and maps αω : H → H for ω ∈ Ω, there is a unique morphism
f¯ : (P(X,Ω), { /ω \ ω
∣∣ω ∈ Ω}) → (H, {αω ∣∣ω ∈ Ω}) of operated monoids such that
f = f¯ ◦ jX .
(b) The quadruple (L(X,Ω), ◦, { /ω \ ω
∣∣ ω ∈ Ω}, jX) is the free Ω-operated semigroup
on X.
(c) The triple (D(Ω), ◦, { /ω \ ω
∣∣ ω ∈ Ω}) is the free Ω-operated monoid on the empty
set.
Proof. We only need to prove (a). The proof of the other parts are similar.
Let (H, {αω
∣∣ω ∈ Ω}) be an Ω-operated monoid with a monoid H and maps αω : H →
H,ω ∈ Ω. Let f : X → H be a set map. We will use induction on n to construct a unique
sequence of monoid homomorphisms
(3) f¯n : Pn(X,Ω) → H, n ≥ 0,
with the following properties.
(a) f¯n
∣∣
Pn−1(X,Ω)
= f¯n−1.
(b) f¯n ◦ ( /ω \ ω) = αω ◦ f¯n−1 on Pn−1(X,Ω) for each ω ∈ Ω.
In other words, the following diagrams commute.
Pn−1(X,Ω)
_

f¯n−1 // H
Pn(X,Ω)
f¯n
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Pn−1(X,Ω)
f¯n−1 //
/ω \ ω

H
αω

Pn(X,Ω)
f¯n // H
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When n = 0, P0(X,Ω) is the monoid of paths from (0, 0) to (m, 0), m ≥ 0, consisting of
only level steps which are decorated by elements of X . Thus P0(X,Ω) is the free monoid
generated by { x
∣∣x ∈ X}. Then the map f : X → H extends uniquely to a monoid
homomorphism f¯0 : P0(X,Ω) → H such that f¯0 ◦ jX = f . f¯0 trivially satisfies properties
(a) and (b) since P−1(X,Ω) = ∅ by convention.
For given k ≥ 0, assume that there is a unique map f¯k : Pk(X,Ω) → H satisfying the
properties (a) and (b). Note that Pk+1(X,Ω) is the free monoid generated by Ik+1(X,Ω),
the set of indecomposable Motzkin paths of height ≤ k+1, and note that an indecomposable
Motzkin path of height k + 1 is of the form /ω m¯\ ω for an ω ∈ Ω and an m¯ ∈ Pk(X,Ω) of
height k. This is because an m ∈ Ik+1(X,Ω) touches the x-axis only at the beginning and
the end of the path. So the first step must be a rise step and the last step must be a fall
step, decorated by the same ω ∈ Ω. Further, if the first step and the last step are removed,
we still have a Motzkin path m¯ of height k and m = /ω m¯\ ω.
Thus we have the disjoint union
Ik+1(X,Ω) = Ik(X,Ω)
•⋃ ( •⋃
ω∈Ω /ω
(
Lk(X,Ω)\Lk−1(X,Ω)
)
\ ω
)
.
Define
fk+1 : Ik+1(X,Ω) → H
by requiring
fk+1(m) =
{
f¯k(m), m ∈ Ik(X,Ω),
αω(f¯k(m¯)), m = /ωm¯\ ω ∈ /ω(Lk(X,Ω)\Lk−1(X,Ω))\ ω, ω ∈ Ω.
Then extend fk+1 to the free monoid Pk+1(X,Ω) on Ik+1(X,Ω) by multiplicity and obtain
f¯k+1 : Pk+1(X,Ω) → H.
By the construction of fk+1, f¯k+1 satisfies properties (a) and (b), and it is the unique such
monoid homomorphism.
By Property (a), the sequence {f¯n, n ≥ 0}, forms a direct system of monoid homomor-
phisms and thus gives the direct limit
(4) f¯ = lim
−→
f¯n : P(X,Ω)→ H
which is naturally a monoid homomorphism. By Property (b), we further have f¯ ◦ ( /
ω \ ω) = αω ◦ f¯ , ∀ω ∈ Ω. Thus f¯ is a homomorphism of Ω-operated monoids such that
f¯ ◦ jX = f .
Furthermore, if f¯ ′ : P(X,Ω) → H is another homomorphism of Ω-operated monoids such
that f¯ ′ ◦ jX = f . Let f¯
′
n = f¯
′
∣∣
Pn(X,Ω)
. Then we have
f¯ ′ ◦ jX = f = f¯ ◦ jX
and hence f¯ ′0 = f¯0 since P0(X,Ω) is the free monoid generated by jX(X). Further, {f¯
′
n, n ≥
0} also satisfies Property (a) by its construction, and satisfies Property (b) since f¯ ′ is a
homomorphism of Ω-operated monoids. But by our inductive construction of {f¯n, n ≥ 0},
such f¯n are unique. Thus we have f¯
′
n = f¯n, n ≥ 0, and therefore f¯ = f¯
′. This proves the
uniqueness of f¯ . 
By taking Ω to be a singleton in Theorem 2.1, we have:
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Corollary 2.2. (a) Let X be a non-empty set. The quadruple (P(X), ◦, / \ , jX) is the
free operated monoid on X. In particular, (P, ◦, / \ ) is the free operated monoid
on one generator.
(b) Let X be a non-empty set. The quadruple (L(X), ◦, / \ , jX) is the free operated
semigroup on X. In particular, (L, ◦, / \ ) is the free operated semigroup on one
generator.
(c) The triple (D, ◦, / \ ) is the free operated monoid on the empty set.
Recall that for a semigroup (resp. monoid) Y , we use kY to denote the corresponding
nonunitary (resp. unitary) k-algebra. We then have
Corollary 2.3. Let Ω and X be non-empty sets. Let jX be as defined in Theorem 2.1.
(a) The quadruple (kP(X,Ω), ◦, { /ω \ ω
∣∣ ω ∈ Ω}, jX) is the free Ω-operated k-algebra
on X.
(b) The quadruple (kL(X,Ω), ◦, { /ω \ ω
∣∣ ω ∈ Ω}, jX) is the free Ω-operated nonunitary
k-algebra on X.
(c) The quadruple (D(Ω), ◦, { /ω \ ω
∣∣ ω ∈ Ω}, jX) is the free Ω-operated k-algebra on
the empty set.
Proof. (a). The forgetful functor from the category Ω-OAlg of Ω-operated algebras to
the category Set of sets is the composition of the forgetful functor from Ω-OAlg to the
category Ω-OMon of operated monoids and the forgetful functor from Ω-OMon to Set.
As is well-known (for example from Theorem 1 in page 101 of [38]), the adjoint functor of
a composed functor is the composition of the adjoint functors. This proves (a).
The proofs of the others parts are the same. 
3. Free operated semigroups and monoids in terms of bracketed words
3.1. Motzkin words. We recall the following definition [3, 22, 41].
Definition 3.1. A word from the alphabet set X ∪ { /, \ } (often denoted by X ∪ {U,D})
is called an X-decorated Motzkin word if it has the properties that
(a) the number of / in the word equals the number of \ in the word;
(b) counting from the left, the number of occurrence of / is always greater or equal to
the number of occurrence of \ .
Thus an X-decorated Motzkin word is an element in the free monoid M
(
X ∪{ /, \ }
)
on
the set X ∪{ /, \ } with above two properties. X-decorated Motzkin words are used to code
Motzkin paths so that every up (resp. down) step in a Motzkin path corresponds to the
symbol / (resp. \ ) and every level step decorated by x ∈ X corresponds to x. Under this
coding, the set of Dyck paths corresponds to the set of legal bracketings [5, 6], consisting
of words from the alphabet set { /, \ } with the above two properties.
We now generalize the concept of decorated Motzkin words. Consider the free monoid
(5) MX,Ω = M
(
X ∪ { /ω
∣∣ω ∈ Ω} ∪ {\ ω ∣∣ω ∈ Ω})
on the set X ∪ { /ω
∣∣ω ∈ Ω} ∪ {\ ω ∣∣ω ∈ Ω}. For a given ω ∈ Ω, define
Pω : MX,Ω →MX,Ω, Pω(m) = /ωm\ ω,m ∈MX,Ω.
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Then MX,Ω is an Ω-operated monoid. Define W(X,Ω) to be the Ω-operated submonoid
of MX,Ω generated by X . Elements of W(X,Ω) are called (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin
words.
We next show that, as in the case of Motzkin words, (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin words
code (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin paths.
Proposition 3.2. The Ω-operated monoids P(X,Ω) and W(X,Ω) are isomorphic. Conse-
quently, W(X,Ω) is the free Ω-operated monoid on X.
Proof. By the freeness of P(X,Ω), there is a unique Ω-operated monoid homomorphism
(6) φP,W : P(X,Ω) → W(X,Ω)
such that φP,W(
x ) = x, x ∈ X . This homomorphism is surjective since W(X,Ω) is
generated by X as an Ω-operated monoid.
To prove the injectivity of φP,W, we describe φP,W explicitly. Intuitively, under φP,W,
(7)


up step in a Motzkin path decorated by ω ∈ Ω↔ /ω,
down step in a Motzkin path decorated by ω ∈ Ω↔ \ ω,
level step in a Motzkin path decorated by x ∈ X ↔ x.
To be more precise, we note that an undecorated Motzkin path from (0, 0) to (0, n), as a
piecewise linear function f : [0, n] → R, is uniquely determined by ~f = (f1, · · · , fn) where,
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
fi : [i− 1, i]→ R, fi(t) = f(i− 1) +


U(t− i+ 1)
D(t− i+ 1),
L(t− i+ 1)
t ∈ [i− 1, i],(8)
where


U(s) = s
D(s) = −s,
L(s) = 0
s ∈ [0, 1].
More generally, an (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin path from (0, 0) to (0, n) is a piecewise
linear function f : [0, n] → R in Eq. (8) with each linear piece decorated by a certain
element of X ∪ Ω. Thus an (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin path is uniquely determined by
~F = (F1, · · · , Fn) with Fi = (fi, di) where fi is as in Eq. (8) and di ∈ X ∪Ω. Then we have
φP,W(F1, · · · , Fn) = w1 · · ·wn, where(9)
wi =


/ω, if Fi = (fi, di) with fi = f(i− 1) + U(t− i+ 1) and di = ω ∈ Ω,
\ ω, if Fi = (fi, di) with fi = f(i− 1) +D(t− i+ 1) and di = ω ∈ Ω,
x, if Fi = (fi, di) with fi = f(i− 1) + L(t− i+ 1) and di = x ∈ X.
Now suppose two Motzkin paths m and m′ are distinct and are given by (F1, · · · , Fn)
and (F ′1, · · · , F
′
m) respectively. If n 6= m, then the two words φP,W(m) = w1 · · ·wn and
φP,W(m
′) = w′1 · · ·w
′
m have different length and hence are distinct. If n = m, then there is
a k ∈ {1, · · · , n} such that Fi = F
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and Fk 6= F
′
k. This means that in
Fk = (fk, dk) and F
′
k = (f
′
k, d
′
k) either fk 6= f
′
k or fk = f
′
k but dk 6= d
′
k. In either case we
have wk 6= w
′
k and hence φP,W(m) 6= φP,W(m
′). This proves the injectivity of φP,W. 
Remark 3.3. Through the bijection φP,W, we can use the definition of a (X,Ω)-Motzkin
path to characterize an (X,Ω)-Motzkin word to be a word w ∈MX,Ω such that
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(a) ignoring the Ω-decoration of w, we have an X-decorated Motzkin word;
(b) for any letter / in w decorated an ω ∈ Ω, its conjugate \ is also decorated by the
same ω.
Here for each / in w, the conjugate of / is the \ in w to the right of this / such that
the subword of w between (and excluding) these / and \ is a X-decorated Motzkin word.
The existence and uniqueness of the conjugate follow from the matching down step of an
up step in the matching pair of Motzkin paths.
3.2. Bracketed words. We use the following recursion to give an external construction of
(X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin words and hence of the free operated semigroup and free operated
monoid over X .
For any set Y , let S(Y ) denote the free semigroup generated by Y , let M(Y ) denote the
free monoid generated by Y . For a fixed ω ∈ Ω, let ⌊ωY ⌋ω be the set {⌊ωy⌋ω
∣∣y ∈ Y } which
is in bijection with Y , but disjoint from Y . Also assume the sets ⌊ωY ⌋ω to be disjoint with
each other as ω ∈ Ω varies.
We now inductively define a direct system {Sn = Sn(X,Ω), in,n+1 : Sn → Sn+1}n∈N of
free semigroups and a direct system {Mn = Mn(X,Ω), i˜n,n+1 : Mn → Mn+1}n∈N of free
monoids, both with inclusions as the transition maps, and such that, for each ω ∈ Ω,
(10) ⌊ωSn⌋ω ⊆ Sn+1, ⌊ωMn⌋ω ⊆ Mn+1, n ∈ N.
We do this by first letting S0 = S(X) and M0 = M(X) = S(X) ∪ {1}, and then define
S1 = S
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωS0⌋ω)
)
= S
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωS(X)⌋ω)
)
, M1 =M
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωM0⌋ω)
)
with i0,1 and i˜0,1 being the inclusions
i0,1 : S0 = S(X) →֒ S1 = S
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωS0⌋ω)
)
,
i˜0,1 : M0 = M(X) →֒ M1 =M
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωM0⌋ω)
)
.
Clearly, ⌊ωS0⌋ω ⊆ S1 and ⌊ωM0⌋ω ⊆ M1 for each ω ∈ Ω.
Inductively assume that Sn−1 and Mn−1 have been defined for n ≥ 2, with the inclusions
(11) in−2,n−1 : Sn−2 →֒ Sn−1 and i˜n−2,n−1 : Mn−2 → Mn−1.
We then define
(12) Sn := S
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωSn−1⌋ω)
)
and Mn := M
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωMn−1⌋ω)
)
.
The inclusions in Eq. (11) give the inclusions
⌊ωSn−2⌋ω →֒ ⌊ωSn−1⌋ω and ⌊ωMn−2⌋ω →֒ ⌊ωMn−1⌋ω,
yielding inclusions of free semigroups and free monoids
in−1,n : Sn−1 = S
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωSn−2⌋ω)
)
→֒ S
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωSn−1⌋ω)
)
= Sn,
i˜n−1,n : Mn−1 = M
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωMn−2⌋ω)
)
→֒M
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωMn−1⌋ω)
)
= Mn.
By Eq. (12), ⌊ωSn−1⌋ω ⊆ Sn and ⌊ωMn−1⌋ω ⊆ Mn. This completes the inductive construc-
tion of the direct systems. Define the direct limit of semigroups
(13) S(X,Ω) = lim
−→
Sn =
⋃
n≥0
Sn
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whose elements are called nonunitary bracketed words and the direct limit of monoids
(14) M(X,Ω) = lim
−→
Mn =
⋃
n≥0
Mn
whose elements are called unitary bracketed words. Then by Eq. (10), ⌊ωS(X,Ω)⌋ω ⊆
S(X,Ω) and ⌊ωM(X,Ω)⌋ω ⊆ M(X,Ω) for ω ∈ Ω. Thus S(X,Ω) (resp. M(X,Ω)) carries an
Ω-operated semigroup (resp. monoid) structure.
Theorem 3.4. (a) The Ω-operated monoids M(X,Ω) and W(X,Ω) are naturally iso-
morphic.
(b) The Ω-operated monoids M(X,Ω) and P(X,Ω) are naturally isomorphic.
(c) The Ω-mapped semigroups S(X,Ω) and L(X,Ω) are naturally isomorphic.
Proof. (a) By Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.2, (W(X), ◦, / \ ) is a free Ω-operated monoid
on X . Thus there is a unique homomorphism of Ω-operated monoids
(15) φW,M : W(X,Ω) → M(X,Ω)
such that φW,M(x) = x.
Let M′ be the Ω-operated submonoid of M(X,Ω) generated by X . Then an inductive
argument shows that Mn ⊆ M
′ for all n ≥ 0. Thus the Ω-operated monoid M(X,Ω) is
generated by X and therefore φW,M is surjective.
To prove that φW,M is injective, we only need to define a homomorphism of Ω-operated
monoids
(16) φM,W : M(X,Ω) → W(X,Ω)
such that φM,W ◦ φW,M = idW(X,Ω). For this, we define
φM,W,n : Mn → W(X,Ω)
by induction on n ≥ 0. When n = 0, M0 is the free monoid on X . Thus there is a unique
monoid isomorphism φM,W,0 : M0 → W(X,Ω) sending x to x, x ∈ X .
Suppose a monoid homomorphism φM,W,n : Mn → W(X,Ω) has been defined for n ≥ 0.
Then for each ω ∈ Ω, we obtain a map
(17) ⌊ωφM,W,n⌋ω : ⌊ωMn⌋ω → W(X,Ω), ⌊ωm⌋ω 7→ /ωφM,W,n(m)\ ω.
Thus we obtain a homomorphism of monoids
φM,W,n+1 : Mn+1 =M
(
X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωMn⌋ω)
)
→ W(X,Ω)
with φM,W,n+1
∣∣
Mn
= φM,W,n. Taking the direct limit, we obtain a monoid homomorphism.
(18) φM,W = lim
−→
φM,W,n : M(X,Ω) = lim
−→
Mn → W(X,Ω).
By Eq. (17), for each ω ∈ Ω, the bracket operator ⌊ω ⌋ω on M(X,Ω) is compatible with the
operator Pω on W(X,Ω). Thus φM,W is an Ω-operated monoid homomorphism. Further,
since φM,W ◦ φW,M is the identity on X , by the universal property of W(X,Ω), we must
have φM,W ◦ φW,M = idW(X,Ω).
(b). The isomorphism is
(19) φM,P = φ
−1
P,W ◦ φM,W
for φP,W in Eq. (6) and φM,W in Eq. (16).
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(c) Since S(X,Ω) (resp. L(X,Ω)) is the Ω-operated semigroup of M(X,Ω) (resp. P(X,Ω))
generated by X (resp. { x
∣∣ x ∈ X}), the Ω-operated monoid isomorphism φM,P in
Eq. (19) restricts to an isomorphism φS,L : S(X,Ω) → L(X,Ω) of Ω-operated semi-
groups. 
Remark 3.5. As we can see in the proof of Theorem 3.4, the isomorphism φM,W : M(X,Ω) →
W(X,Ω) is almost like the identity map. For example,
φM,W(x⌊ωy⌋ω) = φM,W(x)φM,W(⌊ωy⌋ω) = x /ωy\ ω.
The difference is that in x⌊ωy⌋ω, ⌊ωy⌋ω is a new symbol, while in x /ωy\ ω, /ωy\ ω is a
word consisting of the three symbols /ω, y and \ ω. Thus we can identify M(X,Ω) with the
W(X,Ω), allowing us to use M(X,Ω) to give a recursive description of W(X,Ω) and use
W(X,Ω) to give an explicit description of M(X,Ω).
By Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.4, we have
Corollary 3.6. Let jX denote the natural embeddings X → M(X,Ω) or X → S(X,Ω).
(a) With the word concatenation product, the triple (M(X,Ω), ⌊ ⌋, jX) is the free Ω-
operated monoid on X.
(b) With the word concatenation product, the triple (S(X,Ω), ⌊ ⌋, jX) is the free Ω-
operated semigroup on X.
We will use jX here and later to denote the natural embeddings of X to various operated
monoids and operated semigroups. The meaning will be clear from the context. By the
same proof as for Corollary 2.3, we further have:
Corollary 3.7. Let jX denote the natural embeddings from X to kM(X) or k S(X).
(a) The triple (kM(X), ⌊ ⌋, jX) is the free operated (unitary) k-algebra on X.
(b) The triple (k S(X), ⌊ ⌋, jX) is the free operated nonunitary k-algebra on X.
4. Free operated semigroups in terms of planar rooted trees
We follow the notations and terminologies in [12, 47]. A free tree is an undirected graph
that is connected and contains no cycles. A rooted tree is a free tree in which a particular
vertex has been distinguished as the root. A planar rooted tree (or ordered tree) is a
rooted tree with a fixed embedding into the plane. The depth d(T ) of a rooted tree T is
the length of the longest path from its root to its leaves.
Let T be the set of planar rooted trees. A planar rooted forest is a noncommutative
concatenation of planar rooted trees, denoted by T1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Tb or simply T1 · · · Tb, with
T1, · · · , Tb ∈ T. The number b = b(F ) is called the breadth of F . The depth d(F ) of F
is the maximum of the depths of the trees Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ b. Let F be the set of planar rooted
forests. Then F is the free semigroup generated by T with the tree concatenation product.
Remark 4.1. For the rest of this paper, a tree or forest means a planar rooted tree or a
planar rooted forest unless otherwise specified.
Let ⌊T1 · · · Tb⌋ denote the usual grafting of the trees T1, · · · , Tb by adding a new root
together with an edge from the new root to the root of each of the trees T1, · · · , Tb.
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For two non-empty sets X and Ω, let F(X,Ω) be the set of planar rooted forests whose
leaf vertices are decorated by elements of X and non-leaf vertices are decorated by elements
of Ω. The only vertex of the tree • is taken to be a leaf vertex. For example,
(20)
α
β e δ
a γ
d
b c
f σ
g
τ
h
with a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h ∈ X and α, β, γ, δ, σ, τ ∈ Ω. As special cases, we have F(X,X) of
planar rooted forests whose vertices are decorated by elements of X . When X = Ω = {x},
F(X,X) is identified with the planar rooted forests without decorations.
As in the above case of planar rooted forests without decorations, F(X,Ω), with the
concatenation product, is a semigroup. Further, for ω ∈ Ω and F = T1 · · · Tb ∈ F(X,Ω),
let ⌊ω F ⌋ω be the grafting of T1, · · · , Tb with the new root decorated by ω. Then with the
grafting operators ⌊ω ⌋ω, ω ∈ Ω, F(X,Ω) is an Ω-operated semigroup.
We describe the recursive structure on F(X,Ω) in algebraic terms. For any subset Y
of F(X,Ω), let 〈Y 〉 be the sub-semigroup of F(X,Ω) generated by Y . Let F0(X,Ω) =
〈{•x
∣∣x ∈ X}〉, consisting of forests composed of trees • x, x ∈ X . These are also the
forests decorated by X of depth zero. Then recursively define
(21) Fn(X,Ω) = 〈X ∪ (∪ω∈Ω⌊ωFn−1(X,Ω)⌋ω)〉.
It is clear that Fn(X,Ω) is the set of (X,Ω)-decorated forests with depth less or equal to n
and
(22) F(X,Ω) = ∪n≥0Fn(X,Ω) = lim
−→
Fn(X,Ω).
Theorem 4.2. Let X and Ω be non-empty sets.
(a) F(X,Ω) is the free Ω-operated semigroup on X.
(b) kF(X,Ω) is the free Ω-operated non-unitary algebra on X.
Proof. (a) It can be proved directly following the proof of Theorem 2.1.(b), using the
recursive structure on F(X,Ω) in Eq. (21). Just replace L(X,Ω) and Ln(X,Ω), n ≥ 0
by F(X,Ω) and Fn(M,Ω). We leave the details to the interested reader and turn to an
indirect proof by showing that the Ω-operated semigroup F(X,Ω) is isomorphic to the
Ω-operated semigroup L(X,Ω). Hence F(X,Ω) is free by Theorem 2.1.(b).
We obtain such an isomorphism by starting with the natural set map
f : X → F(X,Ω), x 7→ • x, x ∈ X.
Then by Theorem 2.1.(b), there is a unique homomorphism
(23) φL,F : L(X,Ω) → F(X,Ω)
of Ω-operated semigroups such that φL,F(
x ) = • x, x ∈ X. We only need to show that
φL,F is bijective.
By an inductive argument, the Ω-operated subsemigroup of F(X,Ω) generated by X
contains Fn(X,Ω) for all n ≥ 0. Thus by Eq. (21), F(X,Ω) is generated by X as an Ω-
operated semigroup. Thus φL,F is surjective. To prove that φL,F is injective, we construct
a homomorphism of Ω-operated semigroups
(24) φF,L : F(X,Ω) → L(X,Ω)
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such that φF,L ◦ φL,F = idL(X,Ω). This follows by multiplicity from a map
(25) φF,L : T(X,Ω) → L(X,Ω) ∩ I(X,Ω).
This explicitly defined combinatorial bijection might be of interest on its own right. Trees
and Motzkin paths have been related in previous works such as [13].
To define φF,L in Eq. (25), we first combine the well-known processes of preorder and
postorder of traversing a planar rooted tree to define the process of biorder. The vertex
biorder list of a tree T ∈ T(X,Ω) is defined as follows.
(a) If T has only one vertex, then that vertex is the vertex biorder list of T ;
(b) If T has more than one vertices, then the root vertex of T has branches T1, · · · , Tk,
k ≥ 1, listed from the left to the right. Then the vertex biorder list of T is the root
of T , followed by the vertex biorder list of T1, · · · , followed by the vertex biorder
list of Tk, followed by the root of T .
We use the adjective vertex with biorder to distinguish it from the edge biorder list to be
introduced in Remark 5.2. For example, the vertex biorder list of the tree in Eq. (20) is
(26) αβaγbcγdβeδfσgστhτδα
It is clear that a vertex appears exactly once in the list if it is a leaf and exactly twice if
it is not a leaf. The only vertex of • is taken to be a leaf. Thus we can record /ω (instead
of ω) if a non-leaf vertex decorated by ω is listed for the first time and \ ω (instead of ω) if
this vertex is listed for the second time. This gives a word in MX,Ω defined in Eq. (5) and
satisfies the required properties of an (X,Ω)-Motzkin word described in Remark 3.3 and
therefore gives an (X,Ω)-Motzkin word. For example, the Motzkin word from Eq. (26) is
(27) /α /β a /γ b c\ γd\ β e /δf /σ g\ σ /τ h\ τ\ δ\ α
Then through the bijection φP,W in Eq. (7), such an (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin word gives
an (X,Ω)-decorated Motzkin path. As an example, the Motzkin word in Eq. (27) above
corresponds to the Motzkin path
(28) α
β
a γ
b c
γ d
β e δ
f σ
g
σ τ
h
τ
δ
α
This completes the construction of φF,L in Eq. (25) and hence in Eq. (24).
It is clear that this correspondence sends the concatenation of rooted forests to the link
of Motzkin paths and sends the grafting operator of rooted forests to the raising operator
of peak-free Motzkin paths. Since (φF,L ◦ φL,F)(
x ) = x for x ∈ X , by the freeness of
L(X,Ω), we have φF,L ◦ φL,F = idL(X,Ω), as needed.
(b) The proof follows in the same way as the proof of Corollary 3.7. 
5. Some natural bijections
As noted in Example 1.3, well-known algebras with operators such as differential alge-
bras, difference algebras and Rota-Baxter algebras are operated algebra with additional
conditions on their operators. Thus the free objects in these categories are quotients of free
operated algebras. In this context, results in previous sections show that free objects in
these categories are quotients of the operated algebras of Motzkin paths or planar rooted
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forests. For some of these categories it is possible to find a canonical subset of the Motzkin
paths or planar rooted forests that projects to a basis in these quotients. This is the case
for Rota-Baxter algebras. It was shown in [2, 17] that free Rota-Baxter algebras on a set
can be constructed from a subset of planar rooted forests with decorations on the angles.
We now give similar constructions in terms of Motzkin paths and leaf decorated trees, as
well as in terms of bracketed words which relates to the construction in [16]. For certain
applications, these new constructions are probably more natural then the construction in
terms of rooted trees with decorations on the angles. We remark that there are several
variations of constructions of free Rota-Baxter algebras, depending on whether they are
regarded as the adjoint functors of the forgetful functors from the category of Rota-Baxter
algebras to the category of algebras, or to the category of modules, or to the category of
sets. We will construct the free Rota-Baxter algebra on a set as was considered in [2, 17].
The constructions of the other cases are similar.
5.1. Angularly decorated forests. For later references, we review the concept of angu-
larly decorated planar rooted forests. See [17] for further details.
Let X be a non-empty set. Let F ∈ F with ℓ = ℓ(F ) leaves. Let XF denote the set
of pairs (F ; ~x) where ~x is in X(ℓ(F )−1). We use the convention that X • = {( • ; 1)}. Let
XF =
•⋃
F∈FX
F . We call (F ; ~x) an angularly decorated forest since it can be identified
with the forest F together with an ordered decoration by ~x on the angles of F . For example,
we have
(
; x
)
= x ,
(
; (x, y)
)
= x y ,
(
; (x, y)
)
= x
y
.
x
y
is denoted by ⊔x y in [17].
Let (F ; ~x) ∈ XF . Let F = T1 · · ·Tb be the decomposition of F into trees. We consider
the corresponding decomposition of the decorated forest. If b = 1, then F is a tree and
(F ; ~x) has no further decompositions. If b > 1, denote ℓi = ℓ(Ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ b. Then
(T1; (x1, · · · , xℓ1−1)), (T2; (xℓ1+1, · · · , xℓ1+ℓ2−1)), · · · , (Tb; (xℓ1+···+ℓb−1+1, · · · , xℓ1+···+ℓb))
are well-defined angularly decorated trees when ℓ(Ti) > 1. If ℓ(Ti) = 1, then xℓi−1+ℓi−1 =
xℓi−1 and we use the convention (Ti; xℓi−1+ℓi−1) = (Ti; 1). Thus we have,
(F ; (x1, · · · , xℓ−1)) = (T1; (x1, · · · , xℓ1−1))xℓ1(T2; (xℓ1+1, · · · , xℓ1+ℓ2−1))xℓ1+ℓ2
· · ·xℓ1+···+ℓb−1(Tb; (xℓ1+···+ℓb−1+1, · · · , xℓ1+···+ℓb)).
We call this the standard decomposition of (F ; ~x) and abbreviate it as
(F ; ~x) = (T1; ~x1)xi1(T2; ~x2)xi2 · · ·xib−1(Tb; ~xb) = D1xi1D2xi2 · · ·xib−1Db(29)
where Di = (Ti; ~xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ b. For example,
(
; (v, x, w, y)
)
=
(
; 1
)
v
(
; x)w
(
; y
)
= v x w y
We note that even though XF is not closed under concatenation of forests, it is closed under
the grafting operator: ⌊(F ; ~x)⌋ = (⌊F ⌋; ~x).
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5.2. The bijections. We list below all the objects we have encountered so far in order to
study their relations in Theorem 5.1. Let X be a non-empty set and let Ω be a singleton.
Thus we will drop Ω in the following notations.
(a) M(X) is the operated monoid of unitary bracketed words on the alphabet set X ,
defined in Eq. (13);
(b) S(X) is the operated semigroup of nonunitary bracketed words on the alphabet set
X , defined in Eq. (14);
(c) R(X) is the set of Rota-Baxter bracketed words[16, 30] on the alphabet set X .
Such a word is defined to be a word in M(X) that does not contain ⌋ ⌊ , such ⌊x⌋⌊y⌋;
(d) P(X) is the set of Motzkin paths with level steps decorated by X , considered in
Corollary 2.2;
(e) L(X) is the set of peak-free Motzkin paths with level steps decorated by X , consid-
ered in Corollary 2.2;
(f) V(X) is the set of valley-free Motzkin paths with level steps decorated by X , con-
sisting of Motzkin paths in P(X) with no down step followed immediately by an up
step;
(g) F(X) is the set of planar rooted forests with leaves decorated by X , defined in
Eq. (22);
(h) Define Fℓ(X) to be the subset of F(X) consisting of leaf decorated forests that do not
have a vertex with adjacent non-leaf branches. Such a forest is called leaf-spaced.
For example, the tree
e
a
d
b c
f
g h
is not leaf-spaced since the two right most branches, with leaves decorated by g and
h, are not separated by a leaf branch. But the tree
(30)
e
a
d
b c
g
f h
is leaf-spaced;
(i) XF is the set of planar rooted tree with angles decorated byX , defined in Section 5.1;
(j) XF0 be the subset of X
F consisting of ladder-free forests, namely those forests
that do not have a ladder tree, the latter being defined to be a subtree 6= • with
only one leaf. Equivalently, a ladder-free forest is a forest 6= • that does not have
a subtree . For example, x is ladder-free, but x is not ladder-free because
of its right branch.
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Theorem 5.1. There are maps among the sets in the above list that fit into the following
commutative diagram of bijection and inclusions.
M(X)

φM,P

S(X)

φS,L

' 
φS,M
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
P(X) R(X)

φR,V

7 W
φR,M
jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
L(X)

φL,F

' 
φL,P
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
V(X)

φ
V, XF

7 W
φV,P
jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
F(X) S(X) ∩ R(X)

φSR,LV

3 S
φSR,S
eeLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL , 
φSR,R
::tttttttttttttttttttttttt
XF
L(X) ∩ V(X)
xx
φLV,Fℓ
xxxxppp
ppp
ppp
pp
3 S
φLV,L
eeLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL , 
φLV,V
::tttttttttttttttttttttttt
&& φ
LV,XF
0
&& &&LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
L
Fℓ(X) //
φ
Fℓ, X
F
0
// //
, L
φFℓ,F
ZZ66666666666666666
XF0
3
φ
XF
0
,XF
EE
The maps will be recalled or defined in the proof. Each of the maps is compatible with the
products, whenever defined, and is compatible with the distinguished operators.
Proof. All the inclusions are clear from the definition of the sets. So we only need to verify
the claimed properties for the bijective maps.
The isomorphism φM,P is obtained in Eq. (19). The isomorphism φS,L is the restriction
of φM,P. See Theorem 3.4.(c) and its proof. The isomorphism φL,F is defined in Eq. (23)
whose inverse is φF,L in Eq. (24).
φR,V is the restriction of the operated monoid isomorphism φM,P to R(X). By Theo-
rem 3.4 and Remark 3.5, a bracketed word W is in R(X) if and only if the corresponding
Motzkin word does not have a \ followed immediately by a / which means φM,P(W ) is in
V(X).
φSR,LV is defined to be the restriction of φM,P. Hence its bijectivity follows from the
bijectivities of φS,L and φR,V which are both restrictions of φM,P.
φLV,Fℓ is defined to be the restriction of the bijective map φL,F to L(X) ∩ V(X). By the
explicit description of φF,L = φ
−1
L,F in the proof of Theorem 4.2, a Motzkin path m ∈ L(X)
has a peak if and only if the corresponding leaf decorated rooted forest φL,F(m) = φL,F(m) ∈
F(X) has a vertex with two adjacent non-leaf branches. The bijectivity of φLV,Fℓ follows.
We will define below a bijective map
(31) φV,XF : V(X)→ X
F
that restricts to a bijective map
(32) φLV,XF
0
: L(X) ∩ V(X) → XF0
and is compatible with the distinguished operators. Then by composition, we obtain a
bijective map
φFℓ,XF0 = φLV,XF0 ◦ φ
−1
LV,Fℓ
: Fℓ(X)→ L(X) ∩ V(X) → X
F
0
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that is compatible with the distinguished operators. See also Remark 5.3 for an explicit
combinatorial description of φFℓ,XF0 .
Thus it remains to construct a bijective map
(33) φV,XF : V(X)→ X
F
with the prescribed properties above. For this we define the direct system of mutually
inverse maps
φV,XF ,n : Vn(X)→ X
Fn , φXF ,V,n : X
Fn → Vn(X)
by induction on the heights n ≥ 0 of Motzkin paths and forests. See Remark 5.2 for an
explicit combinatorial description of φXF ,V.
When n = 0, Vn(X) = Pn(X) is the monoid of Motzkin paths of height 0. Such a path
is either • or
m = x1 ◦ x2 ◦ · · · ◦ xb
Accordingly define φV,XF ,0( • ) = ( • ; 1) and
(34) φV,XF ,0(m) = • x1 • x2 • · · · • xk • = ( • ; 1)x1( • ; 1)x2( • ; 1) · · · ( • ; 1)xb( • ; 1).
This is clearly a bijection from V0(X) to X
F0 since any angularly decorated forest of height
0 is either • or • x1 • x2 • · · · • xb • . Take φXF ,V,0 = φ
−1
V,XF ,0
.
Let k ≥ 0. Suppose φV,XF ,k : Vk(X)→ X
Fk and its inverse φXF ,V,k : X
Fk → Vk(X) have
been defined. For any m ∈ Vk+1(X), let
(35) m = m1 ◦ · · · ◦mp.
be the decomposition of m into indecomposable decorated Motzkin paths mi 6= • , 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
Since m is valley free, there are no consecutive mi and mi+1 that have height greater or
equal to 1. Thus we can rewrite Eq. (35) as follows. If m1 =
x , then rewrite m1 as • ◦m1.
If mp =
x , then rewrite mp = mp◦ • . If mi ◦mi+1 =
x ◦ y , then rewrite mi ◦ • ◦mi+1.
Note that any indecomposable Motzkin path is of the form • , x or an indecomposable
Motzkin path of height at least one. In this way Eq. (35) is uniquely rewritten as
(36) m = V1 ◦ xi1 ◦ V2 ◦ · · · ◦ Vb−1 ◦ xib−1 ◦ Vb
where each Vj , 1 ≤ j ≤ b, is either • or an indecomposable valley-free Motzkin path of
height at least one. Call this the standard decomposition of m. One example of such a
standard decomposition is
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5 x6 = ◦ x1 ◦
x2
◦ x3 ◦
x4
◦ x5 ◦ ◦ x6 ◦
Note that an indecomposable valley-free Motzkin path Vj of height at least one is of the
form /V j\ for another Motzkin path V j ∈ Vk(X). We can then define
(37) φV,XF ,k+1(m) = φV,XF ,k+1(V1)xi1φV,XF ,k+1(V2) · · ·φV,XF ,k+1(Vb−1)xib−1φV,XF ,k+1(Vb),
with
(38) φV,XF ,k+1(Vj) =
{
( • , 1), Vj = • ,
⌊φV,XF ,k(V j)⌋, Vj = /V j\ .
Thus by the induction hypothesis, the expression is well-defined and is an angularly deco-
rated forest in its standard decomposition in Eq. (29).
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Conversely, for any given angularly decorated rooted forest D ∈ XFk+1, let
D = D1xi1D2 · · ·Db−1xib−1Db
be its standard decomposition in Eq. (29). Then define
(39) φXF ,V,k+1(D) = φXF ,V,k+1(D1) ◦ xi1 ◦ φXF ,V,k+1(D2) ◦ · · · ◦ xib−1 ◦ φXF ,V,k+1(Db)
where on the right hand side
(40) φXF ,V,k+1(Dj) =
{
• , Dj = ( • ; 1),
/φXF ,V,k(Dj)\ , Dj = ⌊Dj⌋.
Here we note that, by the definition of the standard decomposition in Eq. (29), any Dj
is either ( • ; 1) or (⌊T j⌋; ~xj) = ⌊(T j; ~xj)⌋ = ⌊Dj⌋, where Dj = (T j ; ~xj) is in X
Fk . Thus
φXF ,V,k+1(D) is well-defined by the induction hypothesis. Then it is immediately checked
that φXF ,V,k+1 : X
Fk+1 → Vk+1(X) is the inverse of φV,XF ,k+1 : Vk+1(X) → X
Fk+1, com-
pleting the inductive construction of φV,XF ,n. Then φV,XF := lim
−→
φV,XF ,n is bijective and is
compatible with the distinguished operators on V(X) and on XF.
Note that
φXF ,V( ) = φXF ,V(⌊ • ⌋) = /φXF ,V( • )\ =
Thus if D ∈ XF does not have a subtree then φXF ,V(D) does not have a subpath ,
namely φXF ,V(D) is peak free. This shows that φXF ,V restricts to a bijection φXF
0
,LV in
Eq. (32). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 5.2. (A combinatorial description of φXF ,V.) The X-decorated Motzkin path
φXF ,V(D) from an angularly decorated planar rooted tree D can be described as follows.
Let D = (T ; ~x) with T a planar rooted tree and ~x the vector of angular decorations on T .
We first list the edges of T in biorder. The edge biorder list of T is defined as follows.
(a) If T has only one vertex, then there is nothing in the edge biorder list of T ;
(b) If T has more than one vertices, then the root vertex of T has subtrees T1, · · · , Tk,
k ≥ 1, listed from left to right. Then the edge biorder list of T is
• U , followed by the edge biorder list of T1, followed by D,
• · · · ,
• U , followed by the edge biorder list of Tk, followed by D.
Modifying the “worm” illustration of the vertex preorder in [46, Figure 5-14], imagine that
a worm begins just left of the root of the tree and crawls counterclockwise along the outside
of the tree until it returns to the start point. As it crawls along, for each of the edges it
passes, it records a / if it is crawling away from the root and records a \ if it is crawling to
the root. Note that this way, each edge is recorded twice, the first by a / and the second
time by a \ . For example, the edge biorder list of the angular decorated tree
e
a d
b c f
g
h
(ignoring the decorations for now) is
/ / \ / / \ / \ / \ \ / \ \ / / / \ / \ \ / / \ / \ \ \ .
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Regarding an edge biorder list as a word w with the alphabet set { /, \ }, counting from
the left of w, the number of occurrences of / (resp. \ ) is the number of edges that are
encountered for the first (resp. the second) time. Thus w is a Motzkin word by its definition
(Definition 3.1). In fact, it is a Dyck word in the sense that it codes a Dyck path.
Next we deduce a Motzkin word with L-letters from this edge biorder list by replacing
each occurrence of \ / by an L. For example, the above edge biorder list is deduced to
/ / L /LL\ L\ L/ /L\ L/L\ \ \ .
Note that each time the “worm” passes an angles of the tree it records a pair \ / in the
edge biorder list and hence an L in the corresponding Motzkin word. So the number of
angles of the tree T equals the number of L-letters in the Motzkin path. Thus we can
use the entries of ~x in D = (T ; ~x) to decorate and replace the L-letters, giving rise to an
X-decorated Motzkin word. For our example above, we have
/ / a / bc\ d\ e / / f\ g / h\ \ \
and hence the Motzkin path
a
b c
d
e
f
g
h
Remark 5.3. (A combinatorial description of φFℓ,XF0 .) We give a direct description
of the bijection φFℓ,XF0 = φLV,XF0 ◦ φ
−1
LV,Fℓ
: Fℓ(X) → X
F
0 . Let L ∈ Fℓ(X) be a leaf-spaced
forest with the leaves decorated by X . Construct an angularly decorated forest D from
L as follows. For a fixed vertex of L, the non-leaf branches, if there is any, of this vertex
divide the leaf branches of this vertex into blocks of leaves. Each such a block is one of the
following forms.
(a) •x1 •x2 · · · •xk , namely all branches of this vertex are leaf branches;
(b) •x1 •x2 · · · •xk
∣∣∣, namely there are no branches to the left of this block, but there is
a non-leaf branch, denoted by
∣∣∣, to its right;
(c)
∣∣∣ •x1 •x2 · · · •xk , namely there are no branches to the right of this block, but there
is a non-leaf branch, denoted by
∣∣∣, to its left;
(d)
∣∣∣ •x1 •x2 · · · •xk
∣∣∣, namely the block is bounded from both sides by non-leaf branches.
Then φV,XF does not change the non-leaf vertices, but change a leaf block of L in the above
four cases as follows
(41) φV,XF :


•x1 •x2 · · · •xk 7→ • x1 • x2 • · · · • xk•;
•x1 •x2 · · · •xk
∣∣∣ 7→ • x1 • x2 • · · · • xk
∣∣∣;∣∣∣ •x1 •x2 · · · •xk 7→
∣∣∣x1 • x2 • · · · • xk•;∣∣∣ •x1 •x2 · · · •xk
∣∣∣ 7→
∣∣∣x1 • x2 • · · · • xk
∣∣∣
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So in the first case, an extra leaf sibling is added to create k angles for the k leaf decorations
x1, · · · , xk. In particular, if L has a ladder subtree, then the corresponding leaf is the only
(leaf or non-leaf) child of its parent, then this leaf must be split to a fork under φV,XF . Thus
φV,XF (L) is ladder-free. In the second (resp. third) case, just shift the leaf decorations to
the right (resp. left) angles. In the fourth case, remove one of the leaf siblings to get
the right number of angles for these k leaf decorations. Note that, by the definition of
Fℓ(X), there must be a leaf between two non-leaf branches of a vertex. Thus every angle
of φV,XF (L) is decorated. We illustrate this by revisiting the example in Eq. (30) and get
(42)
φV,XF :
e
a
d
b c
g
f h
7→
e
a d
b c f
g
h
Note that the two ladder subtrees with leaves g and h are transformed to non-ladder
subtrees.
To describe φ−1
V,XF
, for each vertex in an angularly decorated tree D = (T ; ~x) ∈ XF0 , we
similarly use the non-leaf branches of this vertex to divide the angles of this vertex into
blocks, each in one of the four forms on the right hands of the correspondence in Eq. (41).
Then follow Eq. (41) backwards. Note that if two non-leaf branches of a vertex in an
F ∈ XF0 has no leaf in between, then we are in the fourth case with k = 1. Then by the
rule, a new leaf vertex must be inserted with the same decoration that decorated the angle
between the two branches. Therefore φ−1
V,XF
(F ) must be leaf-spaced. This is the case for
the angle decorated by e and g in Eq. (42).
6. Constructions of free Rota-Baxter algebras
In [17] (see also [2]), free Rota-Baxter algebras on a set X is constructed using angularly
decorated planar forests. We first recall this construction and then show how, through the
natural bijections in Theorem 5.1, we can transport this Rota-Baxter algebra structure on
angularly decorated forests to such a structure on Motzkin paths, leaf decorated planar
forests and bracketed words.
6.1. Review of the Rota-Baxter algebra structure on angularly decorated forests.
On the set of angularly decorated forests XF defined in Section 5.1, define the free k-module
kXF (denoted by XNC(X) in [17]). Note that if D = (F ; ~x) ∈ XF is a tree (that is, if F is
a tree), then since F is either • or ⌊F ⌋ for F ∈ F, we have either D = ( • ; 1) or D = ⌊D⌋
where D = (F ; ~x). The depth filtration on F in Eq. (21) induces a depth filtration on XF.
In [17], we use this filtration to define a multiplication ⋄ on kXF that is characterized by
the following properties.
(a) ( • ; 1) is the multiplication identity;
(b) If D and D′ are angularly decorated trees not equal to • , so D = ⌊D⌋, D′ = ⌊D
′
⌋
for D,D
′
∈ XF, then
(43) D ⋄D′ = ⌊D ⋄D′⌋ + ⌊D ⋄D
′
⌋+ λ⌊D ⋄D
′
⌋.
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(c) IfD = D1xi1 · · ·xib−1Db and D
′ = D′1x
′
i′
1
· · ·x′i′
b′−1
D′b′ are the standard decomposition
of the angularly decorated forests D and D′ in Eq. (29), then
(44) D ⋄D′ = D1xi1 · · ·Db−1 xib−1 (Db ⋄D
′
1) x
′
i′
1
D′2 · · · x
′
i′
b′−1
Db′ .
For example, applying Eq. (43) and Eq. (44) we have
x ⋄ y = ⌊ • x • ⌋ ⋄ ⌊ • y • ⌋
= ⌊( • x • ) ⋄ y ⌋+ ⌊ x ⋄ ( • y • )⌋+ λ⌊( • x • ) ⋄ ( • y • )⌋
= ⌊ • x y ⌋+ ⌊ x y • ⌋+ λ⌊ • x • y • ⌋(45)
= x
y
+ y
x
+ λ x y
Similarly,
(46) x ⋄ = x + x + λ x .
Extending the product ⋄ bilinearly, we obtain a binary operation
⋄ : kXF⊗ kXF → kXF.
For (F ; ~x) ∈ XF , define
(47) PX(F ; ~x) = ⌊(F ; ~x)⌋ = (⌊F ⌋ ; ~x) ∈ X
⌊F ⌋,
extending to a linear operator PX on kX
F. Let
(48) jX : X → kX
F
be the map sending x ∈ X to ( • • ; x). The following theorem is proved in [17].
Theorem 6.1. The quadruple (kXF, ⋄ , PX , jX) is the free Rota–Baxter algebra of weight
λ on the set X. More precisely, for any Rota–Baxter algebra (R,P ) and map f : X → R,
there is a unique Rota–Baxter algebra homomorphism f¯ : kXF → R such that f = f¯ ◦ jX .
Similarly, The quadruple (kXF0 , ⋄ , PX , jX) is the free nonunitary Rota–Baxter algebra of
weight λ on the set X. Here XF0 is the set of ladder-free angularly decorated forests in
Theorem 5.1.
6.2. Rota-Baxter algebra structure on Motzkin paths. We now transport the Rota-
Baxter algebra structure from kXF to kV(X) through the bijection φXF ,V in Eq. (39) and
its inverse φV,XF in Eq. (37). Note that an indecomposable X-decorated Motzkin path is
either • or or /m¯\ for another X-decorated Motzkin path m¯.
Theorem 6.2. The bijection φXF ,V : X
F → V extends to an isomorphism
φXF ,V : (kX
F, ⋄ , PX) → (kV, ⋄v , ⌊ ⌋)
of Rota-Baxter algebras where the multiplication ⋄v on kV is defined recursively with respect
to the height of Motzkin paths and is characterized by the following properties.
(a) The trivial path • is the multiplication identity;
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(b) If m and m′ are indecomposable X-decorated Motzkin paths not equal to • , then
(49) m ⋄v m
′ =
{
m ◦m′, m = x or m′ = x
′
,
/m¯ ⋄v m
′\ + /m ⋄ m¯′\ + λ /m¯ ⋄v m¯
′\ , m = /m¯\ ,m′ = /m¯′\ ;
(c) If m = m1 ◦ · · · ◦mp and m
′ = m′1 ◦ · · · ◦m
′
p′ are the decompositions of m,m
′ ∈ V(X)
into indecomposable paths, then
(50) m ⋄v m
′ = m1 ◦ · · · ◦ (mp ⋄v m
′
1) ◦ · · · ◦mp′ .
Further, the Rota-Baxter algebra isomorphism φXF ,V restricts to an isomorphism
φXF
0
,LV : kX
F
0 → k(L ∩ V)
of nonunitary Rota-Baxter algebras.
As an illustration, the example in Eq. (45) corresponds to
x
⋄v
y
= / x \ ⋄v /
y \
= / x ⋄v
y
\ + /
x
⋄v
y \ + λ / x ⋄v
y \
= / x
y
\ + /
x
y \ + λ / x y \(51)
=
x
y
+
x
y
+ λ
x y
Proof. We just need to show that under the bijection φXF ,V, the product ⋄ on kX
F char-
acterized by (a) – (c) in § 6.1 corresponds to the product ⋄v characterized by (a) – (c) in
Theorem 6.2.
First of all, since φXF ,V( • ) = • ∈ V(X), • is the identity for the multiplication ⋄v.
Next let m and m′ be indecomposable X-decorated Motzkin paths that are not • . Then
either m = x or m = /m¯\ . Similarly for m′. Then by Eq. (34) and Eq. (38), we have
φV,XF (m) =
{
• x • , m = x ,
⌊φV,XF (m¯)⌋, m = ⌊m¯⌋.
φV,XF (m
′) =
{
• x′ • , m = x
′
,
⌊φV,XF (m¯
′)⌋, m′ = ⌊m¯′⌋.
Denote
D = φV,XF (m), D
′ = φV,XF (m
′), D = φV,XF (m¯), D
′
= φV,XF (m¯
′).
It then follows from Eq. (43) and (44) that
φV,XF (m) ⋄φV,XF (m
′) =


• x • x′ • , m = x ,m′ = x
′
,
• x⌊D
′
⌋, m = x ,m′ = /m¯′\ ,
⌊D⌋x′ • , m = /m¯\ ,m′ = x
′
,
⌊D ⋄D′⌋+ ⌊D ⋄D
′
⌋+ λ⌊D ⋄D
′
⌋, m = /m¯\ ,m′ = /m¯′\ .
By definition, the product ⋄v on kV obtained from the product ⋄ on kX
F through the
isomorphism φXF ,V is
m ⋄v m
′ = φXF ,V(φV,XF (m) ⋄φV,XF (m
′)).
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Thus by Eq. (39) and (40) and the fact that φV,XF and φXF ,V are the inverse of each and
preserve the distinguished operators, we have
m ⋄v m
′ =


x ◦ x
′
= m ◦m′, m = x ,m′ = x
′
,
x ◦ /m¯′\ = m ◦m′, m = x ,m′ = /m¯′\ ,
/m¯\ ◦ x
′
= m ◦m′, m = /m¯\ ,m′ = x
′
,
/m¯ ⋄v m
′\ + /m ⋄v m¯
′\ + λ /m¯ ⋄v m¯
′\ , m = /m¯\ ,m′ = /m¯′\ .
This is Eq. (49).
If m = m1 ◦ · · · ◦mp and m
′ = m′1 ◦ · · · ◦m
′
p′ are the decompositions of m,m
′ ∈ V(X) into
indecomposable paths. Let m = V1 ◦ xi1 ◦ V2 ◦ · · · ◦ xib−1 ◦ Vb and m = V
′
1 ◦
x′i′
1 ◦ V ′2 ◦
· · · ◦ x
′
i′
b′−1 ◦V
′
b′ be their standard decompositions as in Eq. (36). Then by Equations (37),
(39) and (44), we have
(52) m ⋄v m
′ = V1 ◦ xi1 ◦ V2 ◦ · · · ◦ xib−1 ◦ (Vb ⋄v V
′
1) ◦
x′i′
1 ◦ V
′
2 ◦ · · · ◦
x′i′
b′−1 ◦ V
′
b′ .
By the definition of the standard decomposition m = V1 ◦ xi1 ◦ V2 ◦ · · · ◦ xib−1 ◦ Vb of
m, we see that if mp =
x , then Vb = • and hence V1 ◦ xi1 ◦ V2 ◦ · · · ◦ xib−1 = m. If
mp 6=
x , then Vb = mp and hence V1 ◦ xi1 ◦V2 ◦ · · · ◦ xib−1 = m1 ◦ · · · ◦mp−1. Similarly,
if m′1 =
x′ , then V ′1 = • and
x′i′
1 ◦V ′2 · · ·◦
x′i′
b′−1 ◦V ′b′ = m
′. If m′1 6=
x′ , then V ′1 = m
′
1
and x
′
i′
1 ◦ V ′2 · · · ◦
x′i′
b′−1 ◦ V ′b′ = m
′
2 ◦ · · · ◦ m
′
p′ . Then we see that in all cases of mp and
m
′
1, Eq. (52) agrees with Eq. (50). This completes the proof that φXF ,V in Eq. (39) is a
Rota-Baxter algebra isomorphism.
Since φXF ,V restricts to a bijection φXF
0
,LV : X
F
0 → L∩V by Theorem 5.1 (see Eq. (32)),
the second part of the theorem follows. 
Furthermore the map jX : X → X
F in Eq. (48) is translated to
(53) jX : X → P(X), jX(x) =
x .
Then by Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 we have
Corollary 6.3. The quadruple (kV(X), ⋄v, / \ , jX) (resp. (k (V(X)∩L(X)), ⋄v, / \ , jX))
is the free Rota-Baxter algebra (resp. free nonunitary Rota-Baxter algebra) on X.
6.3. Rota-Baxter algebra structure on bracketed words. Through the natural bijec-
tion φR,V : R(X)→ V(X) in Theorem 5.1 which is the restriction of φM,P : M(X) → P(X)
in Eq. (19), the Rota-Baxter algebra structure on kV(X) in Theorem 6.2 is transported to
a Rota-Baxter algebra structure on kR(X), giving another construction of the free Rota-
Baxter algebra on X , in terms of bracketed words. See also [16, 30] for variations of this
construction.
A bracketed word W ∈ M(X) is called indecomposable if either W = 1 or W = x ∈ X
or W = ⌊W ⌋ where W is another bracketed word. Clearly, W ∈ M(X) is indecomposable
if and only if the Motzkin path φM,P(W ) ∈ P(X) is indecomposable. It then follows that
any bracketed word has a unique decomposition as a product of indecomposable bracketed
words.
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Since φM,P is an isomorphism of operated monoids, its restriction φR,V and its inverse φV,R
are compatible with the multiplications (link product on paths and concatenation product
on words) and the distinguished operators (the raising and bracketing operators). Then we
transport the product ⋄v on kX
F, characterized by Eq. (49) and Eq. (50), to a product ⋄w
on kR(X), characterized by the following properties.
(a) 1 is the multiplication identity.
(b) If W and W ′ are indecomposable words in R(X) not equal to 1, then
(54)
W ⋄w W
′ =
{
W W ′ (word concatenation), W = x or W ′ = x′, x, x′ ∈ X,
⌊W ⋄w W
′⌋+ ⌊W ⋄w W
′
⌋+ λ⌊W ⋄w W
′
⌋, W = ⌊W ⌋,W ′ = ⌊W
′
⌋.
(c) If W = W1 · · ·Wb and W
′ = W ′1 · · ·W
′
b′ are the decompositions of W,W
′ ∈ R(X)
into indecomposable words, then
(55) W ⋄w W
′ = W1 · · · (Wb ⋄w W
′
1) · · ·W
′
b′ .
The example in Eq. (51) corresponds to
(56) ⌊x⌋ ⋄w ⌊y⌋ = ⌊x ⋄w ⌊y⌋⌋+ ⌊⌊x⌋ ⋄w y⌋+ λ⌊x ⋄w y⌋ = ⌊x⌊y⌋⌋ + ⌊⌊x⌋y⌋ + λ⌊xy⌋
Similarly,
(57) ⌊x⌋ ⋄w ⌊1⌋ = ⌊x ⋄w ⌊1⌋⌋ + ⌊⌊x⌋ ⋄w 1⌋+ λ⌊x ⋄w 1⌋ = ⌊x⌊1⌋⌋ + ⌊⌊x⌋⌋ + λ⌊x⌋
Further the map jX : X → R(X) in Eq. (53) is transported to
(58) jX : X → S(X) ∩ R(X) ⊆ R(X), jX(x) = x.
Then by Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 we have
Corollary 6.4. (a) The bijection φR,V : R(X) → V(X) extends to an isomorphism
φR,V : (kR(X), ⋄w, ⌊ ⌋) → (kV(X), ⋄v, / \ ) of Rota-Baxter algebras. This isomor-
phism restricts to an isomorphism φSR,LV : (k(S(X)∩R(X)), ⋄w, ⌊ ⌋) → (k(L(X)∩
V(X)), ⋄v, / \ ) of nonunitary Rota-Baxter algebras.
(b) The quadruple (kR(X), ⋄w, ⌊ ⌋, jX) (resp. (k (S(X)∩R(X)), ⋄w, ⌊ ⌋, jX)) is the free
Rota-Baxter algebra (resp. free nonunitary Rota-Baxter algebra) on X.
6.4. Rota-Baxter algebra structure on leaf decorated rooted forests. We finish
this paper by obtaining a free Rota-Baxter algebra structure on the free k-module kFℓ(X)
of leaf decorated rooted forests.
Through the bijection φLV,Fℓ : L(X)∩V(X)→ Fℓ(X) in Theorem 5.1, the free nonunitary
Rota-Baxter algebra on k(L(X) ∩ V(X)) in Corollary 6.3 gives us a free nonunitary Rota-
Baxter algebra structure on kFℓ(X). Since φLV,Fℓ sends the link product of paths to the
concatenation of forests and sends the raising operator to the grafting operator, the two
properties in Eq. (49) and Eq. (50) translate to the following properties characterizing the
multiplication ⋄ℓ on leaf-spaced leaf decorated forests.
(a) If F and F ′ are leaf decorated trees, then
(59) F ⋄ℓ F
′ =
{
F F ′ (concatenation of trees), F = •x or F
′ = •′x,
⌊F ⋄ℓ F
′⌋ + ⌊F ⋄ℓ F
′
⌋+ λ⌊F ⋄ℓ F
′
⌋, F = ⌊F ⌋, F ′ = ⌊F
′
⌋.
Here the second line makes sense since a leaf decorated tree is either of the form • x
for some x ∈ X , or is of the form ⌊F ⌋ where F is the leaf decorated forest obtained
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from F by removing its root. In other words, F is the forest of the branches of the
root of F , with the same leaf decoration as for F .
(b) If F = F1 · · · Fb and F
′ = F ′1 · · · F
′
b′ are in Fℓ(X) with their corresponding decom-
position into leaf decorated trees, then
(60) F ⋄ℓ F
′ = F1 · · · (Fb ⋄ℓ F
′
1) · · · Fb′ .
The example in Eq. (51) translates to
x ⋄ℓ y = ⌊ •x ⌋ ⋄ℓ ⌊ •y ⌋
= ⌊ •x ⋄ℓ y ⌋ + ⌊ x ⋄ℓ •y ⌋+ λ⌊ •x ⋄ℓ •y ⌋
= ⌊ •x y ⌋ + ⌊ x •y ⌋ + λ⌊ •x •y ⌋(61)
=
y
x +
x
y
+ λ
x y
Further the map jX : X → L(X) ∩ V(X) in Eq. (53) is transported to
(62) jX : X → Fℓ(X), jX(x) = • x, x ∈ X.
Then by Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 we have
Corollary 6.5. (a) The bijection φLV,Fℓ : L(X) ∩ V(X) → Fℓ(X) extends to an iso-
morphism φLV,Fℓ : (k(L(X) ∩ V(X)), ⋄v, / \ ) → (kFℓ(X), ⋄ℓ, ⌊ ⌋) of nonunitary
Rota-Baxter algebras.
(b) The quadruple (kFℓ(X), ⋄ℓ, ⌊ ⌋, jX) is the free nonunitary Rota-Baxter algebra on
X.
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